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1. Introduction
The notion of graded coalgebra does not appear very frequently in the
literature of coalgebras, neither in papers nor in books (e. g. the well known
references [1], [10]). In the mentioned books one can find considered the case
when the group is Z and the components of negative degree are zero. The
aim of this paper is to investigate the general concept of graded coalgebra over
arbitrary groups and expound their more important properties. A very remark-
able point of this paper is the study of the so-called "strongly graded coalge-
bras" (see §5). The principal ideas, that we use to obtain the main results of
this paper, come from the theory of graded rings (see [7]); these become use-
ful by a clever interpretation of the codual methods. We finally remark that
a graded coalgebra is a comodule coalgebra over the Hopf algebra k＼_G~＼,but
we will not apply this idea here.
After the introduction and a section where we fix the notation and pre-
liminaries, we give the general properties of graded coalgebras. Proposition
3.1 is the main toolin the computations of the rest of the paper. We show
that the functor U: grc~^Mc admits a right adjoint functor F; moreover if the
group G is finite,then F is also a left adjoint functor.
In Section 4, using the cotensor product introduced by Takeuchi in [11] we
define the induced functor and we study the more important properties of this
functor.
In Section 5 we consider the strongly graded coalgebras. We obtain some
nice results about the relation between the categories MCl and gr°.
In the next section, we associate a graded ring R to any graded coalgebra
C and we study the conexion between the categories R―gr and gr°. We con-
clude the paper with examples of graded coalgebras, some of them are very
well-known.
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2. Notation and Preliminaries
Let k be a field. A coalgebra over k is a &-space C together with two k-
linear maps A: C―*C<^C (the unadorned tensor product is understood to be
over k) and e: C^k such that (l<g)A)A=(A(g>l)A and (l(g)s)A=(s(g)l)A=l. We
shall use the so-called "sigma notation" (see Sweedler's book [10] or Abe's
book [1]), that is A(c)=2(e> d(g)c2if cgC.
If C is a coalgebra, a right C-comodule is a &-space M with a &-map
pM- M^M^C such that (loj＼(g)l)jo^=(l(g)A)^,＼and (1(8)6)^=1. We also use
the sigma notation for C-comodules, i.e. p(m)―^,im) m^mu mo<=M, m^C.
If M and N are C-comodules, a comodule map from A/ to N is a £-map
f: M->N such that (f<g>l)ptf=pNf- The £-space of all comodule maps from
M to iV is denoted by Comc(M, N) and M° denote the category of right C-
comodules. In the same way we can construct the category of left C-comodules
CM.
It is well known that Mc is an abelian category (see [10] [1], etc.). In
fact Mc is a Grothendieck category.
3. Graded coalgebras and graded comodules
Let G be a group with leG the identity element of G. Let C be a co-
algebra. C is called G-graded coalgebra if C admits a decomposition as a
direct sum of ^-spaces C=-($o<bgCo such that
i) A(Cff)£S^=≪, C^Cp for any ereG;
ii) 6(0=0 for any <r^l.
If M is a right C-comodule then M is called G-graded comodule over C
if M admits a decomposition as a direct sum of ^-spaces M=Q)a
iGMa
such that
PMiM^QJ^x^oMx^Cfj, for any <;gG. For any element raeM we have the
decomposition m―^a&Gmg, ma(=Ma (the sum has only a finite number of nonzero
elements). The nonzero elements ma, a^G are called the homogeneous com-
ponent of m; ma is the homogeneous element of degree a and we write
deg (ma)=o.
Associated to any G-graded coalgebra C^=Ra^GCa we have the category
grc of all right graded C-comodules. In this category if M=Q)aGGMa and N―
@*EGNa are two objects, then the morphism from M to N is the set
Comgrc(M, N)={f&Comc(M, N)＼f{Ma)^Na for all <yeG}.
It is easy to verify that grc is an abelian category. (In fact grc is also a
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Grothendieck category (see §4)). Analogously we can define cgr the category
of all left G-graded C-comodules.
If M―@aiaGMa is a graded right C-comodule for any <?eG we denote by
n? : M-*Ma the canonical projection. The following result is fundamental in
the study of graded coalgebras and graded comodules.
Proposition 3.1. Let M=^aGGMaa right G-graded C-comodule. If a, reG
there exists a unique k-morphism uH*T:Mar―>MaRCT such that the following dia-
gram is conmutative
M Pm
>
Mar
MRC
> Ma R CT
Moreover the morphisms ul＼Thave the following properties:
1) For any a, t, 2eG the diagram
M.
＼l <g>u£
MffrX
M ＼
A
MaRCr
R 1
Mar R Cx
is commutative.
2) If a^G we have the commutative diagram
Ma
RCX
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Proof. If i&: MaT-*M is the inclusion map then we define u^iT=
(7t^<S>7:?)pMifT.If m<=M we can write m = mffr+S^<rr nix where mar<=MaT and
mx^Mx- Since n^T{m)=maz then we can show that for any X^ot we have
(i^a<S>7t^)pM)(mx)=0. Indeed, since (O≪(m^)eSI!/=i MxRCy then from xy^ax
result xi^a or y=£zand therefore (7cjf(g)7c?)(Mx(£)Cy)=0.Hence ((n^^7t^)pM(mx)
=0 for any Xi^az. Now, since izfzis surjective, then ufT is unique.
Since M is a right C-comodule, we have the commutative diagram
Mr, R Cl
M
A
R c
MRC
MRCRC ―> MaRCTRC＼
Mff R CrX
Now, if m^MaTx we can write /0jif(m)= 2mo(g)m1 + 2m£Rra/i where m0, m1(
mj, mj are homogeneous with deg(mo)=<7r, and deg(mi)―X. Thus, by the de-
finitionof ufTix,we have that u^Tix(m)=^mQ<S)m1. If we denote ((^(g^jO^Xra)
=((10A)|Ojlf)(m)=Swo0m1(g)m2 (sigma notation) then it is easily seen that
((≪£rRl)M*,/))(m)=Swo0m1(g)m2 where deg(mo)=(T, degCmi)―r, deg(ra2)=^.
On the other hand, since ((l(g>A)(Ojf)(m)=2m0(g)m1(g)m2,then ((10"?.x)u tx){m)
= Swo0mi0m2 where deg(mo)=<7, deg(m!)=r, deg(m2)=^. Hence we have
the equality ≪r(8)l)M*,;=(l(8)Mf,ii)M*r>i.
The commutativity of the diagram in the assertion 2) follows from the fact
that (lRe)px=l-
Corollary 3.2. Let C be a G-graded coalgebra. If we denote Ai=Mf;i:
Ci―>CiRCi, then (Cu A1; s) ?s a coalgebra and k{ : C―>Ci is a morphism of co-
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algebras. Moreover, if M―@aBGMa is a right graded C-comodule, then for any
a^G, Ma is a right d-module via the canonical map ul＼:Ma―>Ma(^Cl.
Proof. If we consider M ―C as right C-comodule and a = r=X―l, the
Proposition3.1 yieldsthat(Cu Au s)is a coalgebra.
The same Proposition1.1 with r=^=l tellus that Ma is a right Crcomo-
dule for any a^.G.
Let M=@a<=GMa, N=Q)aSzGNa two objectsin grc. Let f^Comgrc(M, N)
Since f{Ma)^Na for any a^G, we denote by fa: Ma-*Na the restrictionof /
for a^G.
Corollary 3.3. With the above notationsfor any a^G, fa is a morphism
in the category M°l.
Proof. We have to show that the followingdiagram is commutative
≪5
u
UN
Mo R d
M : ■>TV
Pm
v
Pn
v
MRC > N RC
/<8>1
/,R1
Na R Cx
Let m(EMa. Since p.M(Ma)'^^ixa=aM^MfJ, then we can write
pu(m)= 2 m0 0m i + S mo0m i
deg mo=a
deg mi=l
and degm'o^a or degm^l. Then w^1(m) = l]degmo=(,mo(g)m1 and therefore
degUj=l
((/<;(8'l)Wfffi)(m)=Sdegmo=ff/(mo)(8)Wi-Since / is a inorphism of comodules, then
deg mi=l
pNf=(fRl)oM. Hence (u?ilfa)(m)= u≫1(f(m))=((7:?<g)i:?)(pN)(f(m))=(,(xiv<g)7c?)
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(/(S)l)/Oif)(w)=((^Y(g)7rf)Sdegmo=<7/(mo)(8)m1+ S/(wS)0ml) = Sdegmo=<r f)mo)Rm1
degmi=l degm1=l
Hence uZJ^fJ&Du^.
Let M=0<,eG7Wa be an objectin grc and aeG. We can defineanother G-
graded comodule denoted by M(a): as C-comodule M{a) coincideswith M, i.e.
M{a)=M and p m <.<,)= Pm, but the grading of M{a) is given by the equality
M{a)x=MaX for any X^G. Since puio)(M{a{T)=pM{M0T)^Tixy=orMxRCy =
Tixy=rM(a)x(g)Cy results that M(a) is a graded C-comodule. M(a) is called
the ^-suspension of M. It is clear that M-+M'(o) defines an isomorphism of
categoriesfrom grc to grc.
We denote by U: grc-^Mc the forgetfulfunctor. Clearly U is an exact
functor.
Proposition 3.4
functor F: Mc―>grc.
adjointof U.
With the above notation U has an exact right adjoint
Moreover if the group G is finite, then F is also a left
Proof. Let M(eMc. We construct F(M)=(&a(,GMa where Ma = M
for <j<bG. We have to define pF(M): F(M)->F(M)(g)C, but it is enough to
define it for the elements of the form x =(･■･,0, m", 0, ･･･),where ma―m^M
and the other components of x are zero. Since pM{m)<^M§§C=RxM§?)C x, then
(Ojtf(m)=S(m) mo(g)mi where raoeM and m＼<=Cx- Now, we define pF<,M)(x)―
Sr<=G("', Wo(S)wi> ･") where here m0 is considered as element in Mffr-1. It is
easy to see that since M is a right C-comodule, the map pF(M) defines on F(M)
a structure of right C-comodule. Clearly F{M) is a graded C-comodule where
the grading is given by F{M)a―Ma for any aeG. The action of F on the
morphism is defined in the natural way. Then F is a functor from Mc to grc.
Clearly F is exact.
If M<=grc and N<bMc we define
Comc(U(M), N)^zlComgTc{M, F{N))
<P
For any u^Comc{U{M), N), we define <j)(u)(mo)= u(ma)a where ma^Ma and
w(ra)<;is considered as element in F(N)a―Na. It is easily seen that 0(w) is a
morphism of C-comodules.
Now, if v^ComgTc(M, F(N)), we put (p(v)=fiv where /3:F(N)->N is the
canonical map, i.e. ^(■■■,n" ■■■)―^laGG na. Clearly /3 is a morphism of C-
comodules. It is easy to show that 0 and <p are inverse maps.
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Suppose now that G is a finitegroup. Let M<=MC. We define a: M―>
F(M), by a(m)―{m, ■■■,m, ■■･,m), i.e. a(m) is an element of F(M) which has
the element m in every position a^G. a is a morphism of C-comodules, i.e.
the following diagram is commutative
M > F{M)
Pm
V
M R C > F{M) R C
Indeed, if raeMthen (pFuu)a)(m) = pFiM)(*£o<aG(0, ･■･,ma, 0, ･■･))(here ma―m,
for any ffeG)=SoeG ^(^(O, ･■■, m", 0, ･･･)･ If iOjf(wi)=S(Bl) moRm5; where
^gC, then (pF(M)a)(m) = J}a<EG(0, ･･･, ma0T~l-l($m＼, 0, ･･･) (here maot'1= mo) =
areGS<;eG(0, ･･-, mS-^ml, 0, ･･･) = SreG(0, -, wo(8)ml, 0, -) = ((a^D|9y)(m).
Now, let M<=MC and N<=grc. We define the maps
Comgrc(F(M), N)^zlComc{M, U{N))
<P'
by (f>'(u)=ua, for any u<EzComgrc{F(M), N) and ^(vXO, ･", 0, w", 0, ･･･, 0)=
v{ma)a, where v(ma)a is the homogeneous component of degree a of the element
v(ma)<=N. It is easy to see that 6' and <b' are inverse.
Proposition 3.5. Let M(Egrc. Then {FU){M)=Ra&GM{o).
Proof. We have (FU)(M)=(B^gMx. We consider in (FU)(M) an element
x of degree z (v^G), i.e. x=(0, ■･■,0, rtv,0, ･･･,0) where mT=m<=M. But m―
^y(EGmy, where my^My. Since (coec-/W(<y))r=coeGAi(<r)r=cffe6Me,r then we
define the canonical morphism a: (FU)(M)~>Ro^gM{o) by a{x) =(■･-,my, ･･･)
where (･■･,mv, ･■･)is the system that contains all the homogeneous components
of x (rest is zero) but my is considered as an element in M(yT~l). It is easily
verified that a is an isomorphism of comodules.
Corollary 3.6. 1) // the category grc has enough projective modules, then
Mc has enough projectives.
2) // the group is finite and M<=grc is an injective object, then U(M) is
also injectivein Mc.
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Proof. 1) Let M(eMc, then there exists P(Egrc and an epimorphism P―>
F(M)―>Q in the category grc. Since U is exact then we have in Mc the exact
sequence U(P)--+UF(M)―>0. But we have in M° the canonical epimorphism
/3:(UF)(M)-*M (see the proof of Proposition 3.4). On the other hand since F
is an exact right adjoint functor of U, then U(P) is projective. Hence we have
an epimorphism in Mc, U(Py^M―>0, where U(P) is projective. 2) Follows
from general properties of adjoint functors.
4. Cotensor products and induced functor
Let C be an arbitrary coalgebra, M be a right C-comodule and N be a left
C-comodule, the cotensor product M＼JcN is the kernel of the &-map pM<g)l―l
<g)pN: M(g)iv―>M(g)CRiV. Following [3], the cotensor product is a left exact
functor McxcM^Mk (Mk is the category of ^-spaces). Moreover the mapping
m(x)c―>s(c)m and c<S>n-^e(c)n yield a natural isomorphism MDcC^M and
CUcN=N.
Now if C and D are two coalgebras and M is (C, D)-bicomodule, i.e.
(Mg)p+)p~=(p~<8)l)p+, where />': M-+C&M and ,o+: M-^MRD are the structure
maps of M, and iV is a left D-comodule, then the map p~(g)l: M(g)A/―>C0A/RJV
define over M(g)A/Ta structure of left C-comodule. In this case MUdN is a C-
subcomodule of M<g)N (cf. [3]).
Now we consider the graded case. Let C be a G graded coalgebra. By
Corollary 3.1 Cx is a coalgebra and the canonical map tzx: C―^Ci is a morphism
of coalgebras. Let ]WgMCi be a right d comodule. Since C has in the natural
way (via the morphism nv) a structure of (Cu CJ-bicomodule we can consider
MUcfi^M0. Since C=@a(=GCa and Co is a left Cx-comodule (see Corollary
3.1) (in fact Ca is a (Ci, Ci)-bicomodule), for any a^G, then jWDcjC^
0<7eG(^Dc1Cff) (the functor cotensor product commute with direct sums). Thus,
MDcjC has the natural graduation if we put (ME＼c1C)a=zM[Jc1Ca. In fact
MOc1C = Ker(pM<g)l ―l(g)p1) where pl= (7il(^l)A. Indeed the canonical mor-
phism which defines the structure of right C-comodule of MD^C is the restric-
tion of l(g)A:M<g)C―MRC(g)C to MUcf- Since A(C5)£S^=≫ C^C^, then
(l(g)AX(MnClC)(;)g2]^=(;(AinClC/i)(^CA(. Hence MDClC is a right G-graded
C-comodule.
Clearly, in this way, we obtain the functor ―Ucfi : MCl-*grc, M-^MUcfi,
M<=MCl. This functor is called induced functor and it is left exact.
On the other hand we have the functor ( ―)x:grc~^MCl defined by M-*MU
for any M<^gr°. This functor is exact. More general for any <?eG we have
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the exact functor (―),:grc~>MCl, defined by M-*Ma, where M=Q)x<=GMt.
Let M=Rx<=GMx an object in gr°, we will show that there exists a natural
morphism a(M): iW―>MiDc,C. Indeed we consider the diagram
Pmi
MxuClC > Mi R C ===t M1RClRC
A 1 R ((7rfR 1)A) A
Pm |
Pm lR A
Since pM^W^n^ptiif then (pMlRl)(n?Rl)pM=(ipMln?)RY)pu=((n?R
*?)|0tf)(g>W = (ffl*Rff?<8>l)(iOAf(8>lW = ((*? 0^?(8)lX10A)|OJf = (TTf(g)((7T?01)A)^^
=(10(7r?(g)l)A)(>if£g>l)|0Jtf,then the image of the morphism {n?Rl)pM is con-
tained in MyUciC. Hence we define a{M): M^MyUcfi by a(iW)=(^f01)/)jtf.
Since M is graded in gr°, then a(A4) is a morphism in grc. Next we observe
that a(M'＼: M1^M1Dc1C1 is an isomorphism. Indeed, since (lR£)(7rf(g;l)^.＼=
(7rfRl)(l(g)s)|0jf=7rf then the restriction of l(g)s to A^xDciCi is the inverse of
≪(M)X.
Now, by using the natural morphism a{M)＼ iW-^MjDc^ we can prove the
following result.
Proposition 4.1. The functor ―nClC: MCl->grc is a right adjoint of the
functor (―)x:grc^M°l. Moreover we have the composition (―X(―□c1C) = l.,vc1.
Proof. Let M=(BaeGMa^grc and N^MCK We define the maps
9
ComcM, N)7=^Comsrc{M, Nnc,C)
<P
Indeed, if u<=ComCl(Mu N) then we put <p(u)=(unCll)a(M) and if ye
Comgrc(M, NuClC), (p(v)=(l0£)v! where vx: Ml~^NnClCl is the morphism in-
duced by v. Now ((p(p)(u)=(p((p(u))=(l(3e)(unc1l)(p(M)l. Since the following
diagram is commutative
Cld H>JVnClCMlnc
V
Mi
V
1
lRe
> JV
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then ((p(p)(u)―u(l(^£)a(M)1= u. On the other hand, <p(<p(v))=(p((l<g)evi)=
(((lR£)v1)nCll)a(M)=((lR£)nCll)a(NnClC)v=v (since a is a functorial mor-
phism.)
5. Strongly graded eoalgebras
Let C = 0(7eGC(7 be a G-graded coalgebra. By Proposition 3.1 for any a, t
gG we have the canonical morphisms u£r: CaT-^Ca<S>Cr- If w£T are mono-
morphisms for any a, tgG then C is called a strongly graded coalgebra. Since
mF,<t-i: Ci―>C<T0C(,-i are monomorphisms, it follows that if Ci=^O, then Ca^0
for any a^C in a strongly graded coalgebra.
The following result characterizes the strongly graded coalgebras.
Proposition 5.1. Let C=RaeGCa be a graded coalgebra. The following
assertions are equivalent
i) C is strongly graded ;
ii) for any a^G the morphism uS,a-ii Cx―>Ca(g)Ca-iis monomorphism;
iii) // M=c<*=gM<t is a right graded C-comodule, then for any a, rsG the
canonical morphisms uftT＼MaT―>Ma(£)Cr are monomorphisms.
Proof. i)--=}ii)and iii)=)i)are clear. We prove only that ii)=)iii).From
the diagram in the first part of Proposition 3.1 with X―t"1 we have the com-
mutative diagram
M9
Mff
MffRCT<8> CT-i
Mar R CT-i
Since w£r-i is monomorphism by hypothesis then 10w£r-i is a monomor-
phism. Since (10s)w^1 = l^1, then also u%A is a monomorphism. Hence from
the equality (10M?>T-i)M^1=(M^fT(g)l)M^.iT-i result that M#>r-i: A/,―>M,,r(g)Cr-iis
monomorphism. Now if we change ax by <rand r"1 by r, then we obtain that
ufz: MOT-^Ma^CT is a monomorphism.
Corollary 5.2. Let
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C = cffeGC(, be a strongly graded
Ro^GMa<=grc then the following assertions are equivalent:
1) M=0,
2) M1=0,
3) Mq―Q for some (TgG.
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coalgebra. If M =
Proof. 1)=}2)is clear.
2)=}3) Follows from the factthat u^a: M^M^Co is monomorphism.
3)=H) Since ufT＼MaT^MaRCT is monomorphism, then MaT=0 forthe reG.
Therefore M=0.
Corollary 5.3. Let C = 0(TeGC(7 be a strongly graded coalgebra. Let M―
RaeoMa and N=Ra^GNa two objectsin grc and f^Comgrc(M, N). The follow-
ing assertionshold:
1) / is injective & fx: Mx―>iViis injective.
2) / is surjective <^≫fx: M1^A71 is surjective.
3) / is an isomorphism <=> f x: Ml~>Ni is an isomorphism.
Proof. We apply Corollary 5.2.
Now, we are in position to show the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.4. Let C = @aeGC<! be a G-graded coalgebra. The following
statements are equivalent:
1) C is strongly graded coalgebra.
2) The induction functor ―n^C : MCl―*grc is an equivalence of categories.
3) The functor (―＼:grc~>MCl is an equivalence of categories
Proof. From Proposition 4.1 it is enough to show the equivalence 1)=4>2).
Assume 1). By Proposition 4.1,we know that ( ―)i(―DClC)=l/i. Hence
we can show only that (―nclC)(―)i = lgrc. For this we consider M=^a^GMa
<=grc. We have the canonical morphism a(M): M^MiUcfi such that a(M＼:
M1-^(M1Dc1C)1 is an isomorphism. By Corollary 5.2 it follows that a(M) is an
isomorphism. Hence (― nClC)(―)l = lgrc.
2)=H) Since ( ―)Oc1C : MCl^grc is an equivalence of categories, then Pro-
position 4.1 yields that the functor (―)x:grc-*MCl is its inverse. Thus, if
M<=grc, then the canonical morphism a(M): M-*MxuClC is an isomorphism.
Let <;gG and M=C{a) (the cr-suspension of C, where C is considered as right
graded C-comodule). Hence a(C(a)): C(o>)->C(<r)iDc1C is an isomorphism.
Since C(a)i = Ca, then for any r£G we have the canonical isomorphism a(C(a))T:
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C(ffr)-C(ff)1DClCr. Since C{.a＼uClCT^C^CTf then a(C(a))T: C(<yr)-≫C(ff),(g)Cr
is a monomorphism. We observe that a(C(a))T is exactly vOtT and the result
follows.
Corollary 5.5. // C = ^asGCa is a strongly graded coalgebra and M=
(&o^GMa<=grc thenfor any a, t(eG, MauClCT=MaT. In particularfor any <j(eG,
CctDc C0-i= Ci, i.e. Ca are coinvertible(Cu dybicomodules.
If C is a coalgebra, following [8], C is called right semiperfeet if the
category Mc has enough projectives.
Corollary 5.6. Let C = cffeGC(, be a strongly graded coalgebra. If Ci is
right semifierfectcoalgebra, then C is right semiperfect coalgebra.
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, the category grc has enough projectives. Now
the Corollary 3.2 tellus that Mc has enough projectives.
Corollary 5.7. // C ―(^aeGCa is a strongly graded coalgebra and Cx is a
coalgebra of finitedimension, then C is a left and right semiperfect coalgebra.
Proof. Since Cx has finitedimension, then MCl and CxM are isomorphic
to the category of left and right modules over the ring Cf, respectively. Hence
MCl (resp. ClM) has enough projectives. By Corollary 5.4 the result follows.
6. The graded ring associated to a graded coalgebra
Let C = c(jeGC(, be a coalgebra. Following [1] or [10], C*=Homk(C, k)
has a natural structure of ring. Indeed if /, geC* then fg=(f(g)g)A (here
k(&k = k). Hence if c(eC and A(c)=Sco Ci(g)c2then (/^)(c)=S(o/(Ci)^(c2).
If F is a ^-vector space, then V*=Homk(V, k). If S is any subset of V,
we set Sx= {/ey*|/(x)―0, for any igS} and if X is a subset of F* we set
X1={x(EV＼f(x)=0> for any f&X}. Given /eF*, by letting the family of
subsets of V*, {f+S1＼SQV is a finiteset} be a base for a system of neighbor-
hoods of /, V* becomes a linear topological space. This topology is called the
finitetopology. If XQV* is an arbitrary subspace then the closure X of X in
the finitetopology of F* is exactly (X1)1. In particular any finite dimensional
subespace of V* is closed (e.g. [10] page 68). When V = C, then C* is a linear
topological space (In fact C* is a topological ring). Let pM: M-^M0C be a
right C-comodule, then M has a natural structure of left C*-moduIe. Indeed,
if m<=M and c*<=C*, then c*m=][]<m) moC^mO where (0^(m)=S(7n) m^m^
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Following [10], if C*M is a left C*-module, we have the canonical morphisms
M R C -^> Homk{C*, M)
ft
M
where a.(m,(&c){c*)=mc*{c) for any m<=M, c<eC and c*^C*. Here a is an Injec-
tive morphism of vector spaces. If meM, then we define f}(m)(c*)=c*m.
When jS factorizes through a, i.e. for any rn^M there exists a unique element
Si m^CiGM^C such that jS(m)=≪(S? m^ct), then iW is called rational
module. If we denote by Ratc* the class of all(left) rational C*-modules then
by [1], [10], the category M° is isomorphic with the category Ratc*.
Let now 4 be a Grothendieck category and C a fullsubcategory of A. C
is called closed ([4], page 395), if C is closed under subobjects, quotient objects
and direct sums. If C is furthermore closed under extensions, then C is called
a localizing subcategory A. It may be easily seen that a closed subcategory of
a Grothendieck category is also a Grothendieck category (indeed, if U^A is the
generator, then {U/K＼U/K^C} is a family of generators of C and the direct
sum is the generator).
By [1], [10], it follows that Ratc* is a closed subcategory of the category
c*M (the category of all left C*-modules). Under certain hypotheses (cf. [8])
Ratc* is also a localizing subcategory of C*M.
Let .4 be any Grothendieck category and M^A and object. We denote by
Oa[_M~＼(or shortly <r[M]) the class of all the objects of A subgenerated by M,
i.e. the objects isomorphic to subjects of quotient objects of direct sums
of copies of M. It is easily seen that aA＼_M~＼is a closed subcategory of A (in
fact oA＼_M~＼is the smallest closed subcategory of A containing M). By [10],
if C is an arbitrary coalgebra, then Rat C*=o＼_c*C~＼. Moreover C*C is a injec-
tive cogenerator in a[c*C].
Let C = (&aGeCa be a G-graded coalgebra. For any treG we put Ra=
{/£C*|/(Cr)=0 for all r^a}. Ra is a &-subspace of C*. In fact Ra=
(Hn-oCrY and therefore Ra=Cf as vector spaces. It is easy to see that the
sum y＼^G Rn is direct. We define R=T＼^G /?-=ffio≪=o/?,.
Proposition 6.1. With the above notations R is a G-graded ring with
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e: C-->k theidentityelement.
Proof. We can show that RaRTQRaT for any a, reG. Let /ei?a, g<^RT,
c&Cx where Xi^ar, then (fg)(c)=^,f(c1)g(c2),where A(c)=2(≪ Ci(g)c2.Since
A(Cx)Zxy=x Cx<S)Cy, then from xy4--ar resultseither x-£o or yi^r. Hence
f(g)(c)=0 and fg^RaT. The observationthat sei?x and s is the identityele-
ment of i? is clear.
Proposition 6.2. Let 0=0^0,, be a G-graded coalgebra such that Ca has
finite dimension for any (?gG. Then the coalgebra C is strongly graded if and
only if R is a strongly graded ring.
Proof. Assume that C is a strongly graded coalgebra. We know that
the canonical maps m£t:CaT-+Cjg)CT are injective for any crreG. Hence the
canonical morphisms
(caRcT)*
aT
> c* ―*> o
are surjective. Since (Cff0Cr)*=C?<S)C? via the canonical morphism
a:C*(g)C*―>(C(g)C*)*,
defined by a(u<g>v)(x<g)y)=u{x)v(y), where mgC^, v^Cf, xgC,, y^Cr. Now
if /eC^r, then there exists an element 2£=i^(g^eC^C? such that /=
((≪≪)*≪)(S"=iu^Vi). If we consider now, 0OT: Ra<g)RT-+RaiT the canonical map,
i.e. da,z{raRrT)―rarTwhere ro<=Ra, rrei?r. We claim that 0<r,r(S?=iM^y^
(S?=i utvt)=f. Let cgC,,. Since A(COT)gSi/£=or C;0Cp, we can write A(c)=
S(o Ci(g>cB+a(e)Ci(g)c2, where Sco cx(g)c2eCo(g)Cr and SwVi^eSfc^r
C^0C^. Clearly (S?=i M<yi)(c)=S?=i S(o Mi(Ci)y<(c2).On the other hand /=
(2?=itt(Ki<g>Vt)M£r.Hence /(c)=(S?=i a(≪i^)≪r(c)). But Mcr(c)=S(C)C1(8)c2.
Thus /(c)=2"=i S(o M<(ci)fi(c2).This proves the claim and it follows that R
is a strongly graded ring.
Conversely, if R is strongly graded, then the canonical maps 6a<T:Ra§Z)RT
-^Raz are surjective for any <;,reG. Hence the map 0£r:RfT-+(RaRRT)*^
Rf<g)R? is injective. The canonical isomorphism RJ^Ca, Rf=Ct, R%=Ca,r
yield that the natural map w£r: Cff,r―>C<,(g)Cris injective for any a, reG.
Hence C is a strongly graded coalgebra.
If C^StfeeCtf is a G-graded coalgebra and M=0<7SGM(f together with
pM: M-*M(g)C is a right graded C-comodule, by [1] or [10], M has a natural
structure of C*-module. Indeed if /gC*, twgeM then /m=S(m) rn<>f(m^ where
/0Af(m)= S(m) m^nii. Since M is a graded comodule we define a left graded
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i?-module, M, in the following way: M=M as £-space but for any <;gG we
put Ma―Ma-i. Now, if f^Ra and m<=MT=Mr-i, then we have /m=S(m)
mo/(m,), where |03f(m)=S(m) motgjm!. Since A(Mt-i)£Sxj,=t-i -/Wz^C^ and since
f^Ra, then/m=S(m) wio/(*TCi),where mx<EiCa. Hence m0GiWr-ir-i=Mffr. Thus
RaMT<^MaT and M is left graded i?-module. If we denote by R―gr the cate-
gory of left graded i?-module, we have obtained a functor F: grc-^R―gr,
F(M)=M.
Let 7W=0ff(EGM(, a left G-graded i?-module. We consider the natural mor-
nhisms
H&miC* ,M)
MRC > H&m{R,M)
a
A
P
M
where a(m<g>c)(r)=mr(c), r<=R;a(m(g)c)(f)=mf(c), /gC*, and z*: Hom(C*, M)
-^Hom{R, M) is the canonical epimorphism given by the inclusion i: Rc+C*.
Since M^R―gr we can define (3(m)(r)=rm. Clearly a and a are monomor-
phisms and a=i*a. We observe that a(M<S>Ca)^Hom(Rat M) for any ugG.
(Here Hom{Ra, M)={f^Hom(R, M)＼f(RT)=0 for any r^a}). Now if /3 fac-
torizes through a, i.e. there exists a (unique) morphism
jOj/:
M-+M0C such
that apM=fi, then M is called gr-rational. Thus, M is gr-rationalif and only
if there exists an element S?=i mtRcfeEM(g)C such that rm=2?=i m^ict) for
any r<=i?. In particular, if M is gr-rational and meM then i?m has finite
dimension over k.
Clearly if M is a right graded C-comodule, then M is gr-rationalin R―gr.
Assume M^R―gr is gr-rational, we define a right graded C-comodule M in
the following way: M―M as vector space; for any (?gG we put Mo=Ma-i
and pM: M―>M(&C is the canonical map. We can prove that pM(Ma)Q
Tixy=oMxRCy. Indeed, if m<^Ma―Ma-i, then pM{rn)=^:=1mi<^cu where
a(S"=i mi(g)Ci)=p(m). Since MCx)C=c/ieGM/iC><)C/(, we can assume that m, and
ct are homogeneous. Then p(m)='^i1}=1mi(g)Ciwhere nii^M^, ct^Cfli. Also
we can assume that ct are linear independent over the fieldk. Since c^CH,
there exists r^Rn. such that rf(c,-)=5i,,-.Now a(S"=i mMcj(ri))=B(m)(ri), it
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follows that mi = rim. Therefore liX = f.it<j1 and Xi―ap.^. Since Mx^-Mx-＼ it
results clearly that pM(Ma)Q^xy=aMx^Cy. By the same argument as the
Sweedler's book ([10], page 37), we can prove that M with the map pM"-M―^
M(g)C is a right C-comodule.
If we denote by Rat{R―gr) the fullsubcategory of R―gr of all gr-rational
modules, we obtain the functor G : Rat(i?―gr)-^grc, defined by H(M)=M. It
is easy to see that Rat (R―gr) is a closed subcategory of R―gr. Moreover
Rat(i?―gr) is rigid (or G-invariant) closed subcategory of R―gr. i.e. for any
MeEat(i?―gr) the ^-suspension M(<r)eRat(i?―gr) for every <yeG (Here be-
cause M is left graded module, M(a)T=Mva for all reG (see [7])). Then with
the above notation we have the following result.
Theorem 6.3. // C = 0<^GCo is a G-graded coalgebra, then the categories
grc and Rat(/?―,gr) are isomorphic via the functors F and H. Moreover if for
any a^G, Ca has finitedimension, then grc is isomorphic with the subcategory
{XGR―gr＼dimk{Rx)<oo for all ig!}. In particular if M<=R―gr with
dimkM<co, then M^R&t(R―gr).
Proof. For the first part we make the same proof as in the case non-
graduate (see Sweedler [10] or Abe [1]). Assume now that Co has finite
dimension for any <jgG. Since a{MRCa)QHam{R(h M) and Ra^Ct then we
obtain that a(M6§Ca)=Hom(Ra, M). Hence every object in R―sr is srr-rational.
Corollary 6.4
group G is finite.
If C = RaeaCa IS a G-strongly graded coalgebra, then the
Proof. Since Cff-£0we take ceCCT. We considerRC as leftgraded R-
module. Since M=Rc is a graded submodule of RC, then M as C-comodule is
a right graded C-comodule. But M has finitedimension over k and hence
M=(&o(=gM(7 has only a finitenonzero homogeneous components Ma, aeG. If
we now apply the Corollary5.2,then it follows that G is a finitegroup.
Remarks. 1) Let C be a G-graded coalgebra with R the graded ring as-
sociated and let /gC*. For any a^G we define fa^Ra such that fa(c)=f(c)
if cEzCa and /ff(Cr)=0 for any r^ff. We obtain a family {fa)a^G where fa^R
(<7gG). If we consider C* with the finitetopology then f=^a^afa i.e. the
family {fa)a^G is summable to /, i.e. for any neighbourhood V{f) of / there
exists a finitesubset F^G such that 2(≪ef'fa^V{f) for any finitesubset F' of
G such that F^F'. Indeed it is sufficientto consider the neighbourhood of the
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form /+SX where S is a finitesubset of C. Since C is a graded coalgebra
we can assume that S contains only homogeneous elements. Assume S =
ixu ･･■,xn} where the xt are homogeneous. If degix^―at, then F= {<;*,l^i^n}.
Clearly Soef /<,e/+Sx for any finitesubset F' of G such that FQF'.
2) Now if M^R―gr is gr-rational we can define over M an structure of
C*-module. Indeed we assume m<=M, m homogeneous. Since M is gr-rational
then Rm is a graded submodule of M and has finitedimension over k. Hence
for the twosided ideal I=AnnR(Rm), R/I has finitedimension over k. Since
R/I is a graded ring with the grading R/I^^^gRJIr＼Ra, and R/I has finite
dimension, then Ra^I for almost all <reG. Assume that F= {o&G ＼Ra^I},
then F is finite. If /gC* is an arbitrary element of C* then we define
(*) fm= S /.w ･
creF
If geC* is another element, we observe that gafa^I if a£F ox t£I (I is
twosided). Hence {gf)m.=^ta^F{gafa)m. On the other hand, since fam<=Rm,
then I<^Ann(Rfam). Hence g(fm)=(Ea£Fga)fm=(Ea(=Fg<r)(EaeF fam). There-
fore (gf)m=g(fm) and M with the multiplication given in (*) is a C*-module.
Clearly M is also a rational C*-module.
3) If C* is a G-graded coalgebra, then C is, in particular,a right graded
C-comodule. Exactly as in ([3] Corollary 1) RC, as graded i?-moduie, is injec-
tive in Rat(/?―gr). Moreover the family {C(cr)}(7eGis a family of injective
cogenerators in Rat(R-gr), then (Ba<=oC{a) is an injective cogenerator of
Rat(R―gr) (or @a<=GC{o) is an injective cogenerator in grc). In fact Rat(R―gr)
= <jR-gr[_Ro<aGC{o)~＼.
4) Let M=Q)ae;GMa and iV=c<7eGyV(, two objects in grc. Then for any
a<=G we can define
COM{M, N)a={fsEComc(M, N)＼f{Mx)QNax, for allX^G]
Clearly COM(M, N)a is a subgroup of Comc(M, N) and the sum
2 COM(M, N)a
is direct. We denote by
COM{M, N)= S COM(M, N)a=RaeGCOM(M, N)a.
COM(M, N) is subgroup of Comc(M, N). We observe that COM(M, N＼=
Comgrc(M, N). If M (resp. N) are the left graded i?-modules associatedto M
and N, then itis easy to see that
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COM(M, N)a=HOMR{M, N)0-i.
Now by ([7]), we have the following result: If M has finite dimension over
k or the group is finitethen COMiM, N)=Comc{M, N).
7. Examples
1) If & is a field and G a finite group then we note by kG the free k-
module generated by G. If we define the ^-linear maps
A: kG―>kGRkG, e:kG―>k
such that A(g)=^h(EG gh~1^h and s{g)=dgA where 5gA is the Kronecker symbol,
then {kG, A, s) is G-graded coalgebra with the grading {kG)g = kg, for all g^G.
Here the graded ring associated to the coalgebra {kG, A, e) is exactly the group
ring &[G] with the natural grading. Here {kG, A, s) is a strongly graded co-
algebra.
2) If S={c0, cu cz, ■■■},we set C = kS, where kS is the free ^-module
generated by S. We define A: kS->kS<gikS such that A(cb)=2Jm> ct(g)cB_t,
e{cn)=dOin. C={kS, A, s) is ^-graded coalgebra where the grading is given by
the equality Cn = ksn if n^O and Cn=0 if n<0. It is well known (see [1],
pag. 56) that the ring C* is the ring of power series in one variable over k.
On the other hand it is easy to see that the graded ring associated to a graded
coalgebra C is exactly the ring of polynomes in one variable over k with the
natural grading. Clearly dimk{Cn)=-l but grc is not isomorphic to R―gr, when
R=k＼_x~] is the graded ring associated to the graded coalgebra C.
3) If V is a vector space, then the symmetric ^-algebra S{V) over the k-
linear space V is a Z-graded coalgebra (in fact is a ^-graded Hopf algebra)
(see Example 2.10 [1], page 92).
4) Let R=Ro&gRo be a G-graded ^-algebra (assume here that the group G
is finite). Then i?*=cffeGi?*. Let R° be the dual 6-coalgebra
R°={f(^R*＼Kerf contains a finite codimensional ideal of R}
= {/ei?*|there exists an ideal /£=/?,I^Ker f and dimk{R/I)<oo}
If / is an ideal of R, then {I)g = ^laeG{RanI) is a graded ideal of R and {l)e is
the greatest graded ideal of R contained in /. Since we have the monomor-
phism 0-^Ro/Ror＼I-*R/I for any (jeG, then dimk{Ra/R0nI)<oo. On the other
hand R/{I)g = @a&GRJ{Rar＼I) and therefore dim k{R 11)
8)<°°.
Hence
R°={f<=R*＼Kerf contains a finite codimensional graded ideal of R}.
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If for any jgG we put
{Ro)a={f^R°＼f{Rr)=WT^o)
Clearly we have R0=Ra^G(R0)a- It is easy to see that R°is a G-graded co-
algebra. Moreover if the ring R is strongly graded, then R°is strongly giaded
coalgebra.
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